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MUST READ

"Champions of Education"
Entrepreneurship Buzz is back with its
18th issue featuring EdTech startups –
NavDeck, Stick ‘Em, Codomo, Whyte
Labs and Wefaa Labs. Follow their
inspiring startup journey and exciting
solutions to current challenges in the
education sector.
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Past/ongoing events
Upcoming events
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NavDeck

Anyone starting their career or
switching jobs will attest that it is a
stressful experience. Even as change is
the only constant in an increasingly
fast-paced world, it’s hard to escape
that nagging feeling of being left
behind. 
NavDeck looks to help individuals by
matching their skills with organisations’
development needs using a unique AIpowered solution. 
NavDeck’s core product is an AI engine
that helps to identify the ideal skillsets
for each job seeker through resumes,
appraisals and data points. NavDeck
then
provides
curated
recommendations to develop these skill
sets. NavDeck’s system also quantifies
proficiency on a much more detailed
level than competitors, a clear
advantage for businesses looking to
them to recommend new hires.
Whereas competitors may take weeks
or even months to guide a jobseeker,
NavDeck’s solution can provide this
guidance in a matter of seconds at
scale.

Beginning their careers in MNCs,
NavDeck’s founding team was used to
set-in-stone processes and having
things that would work. Going off into
the startup world was a stark contrast.
Starting out was rough, without clear
guidance and a mountain of new
challenges daily.

Thankfully,
some
founding
team
members recounted SUTD’s Venture
Building programme and decided to
apply. “One of the best things that
happened to us was the mentors at
SUTD”, Co-Founder Sean mentioned,
recounting the team’s early days.
Despite starting with a strong idea, the
team quickly realised they desperately
needed a change of plans. “[The
mentors] helped us to pivot, validate
the idea, and find a product market fit.
To learn more about
I don’t think it would have been
possible if we tried to do this all
ourselves.”
What drives NavDeck is its ability to
help individuals. Sean recounted a
client who was dissatisfied working as
a food delivery rider. He dreamed of
breaking into the tech industry and
developing his credentials beyond his
diploma.
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The NavDeck team guided him through
assessments to determine his strengths,
then pointed him to online courses,
resources, and small freelance projects
to build his credentials. “Today, he’s a
software developer at Grab,” Sean
recounts, brimming with pride.

NavDeck’s
founders
are
already
thinking about the future they will
shape. “For the next five years, the first
thing is to be sustainable,” Sean shares.
“We also want to expand into [sourcing
talent for] manufacturing, finance and
education
beyond
the
IT
and
healthcare sectors.” Besides expanding
into new markets, NavDeck has sights
on sharpening its recommendations
engine to derive new patterns and
insights that can better predict a
jobseeker’s ability at new skills. The
team is also planning to raise funds to
expand operations.

If you want to learn more about
NavDeck or be part of their
journey, contact Sean Tan at
seantan@navdeck.sg!
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Codomo is an ed-tech startup founded by
graduates from the pioneer batch of SUTD
students. It aims to transform education through
design

thinking.

Codomo's

latest

product,

Rolljak, is a gamified learning platform that
boosts

participants'

creativity

and

collaboration.
Codomo

has

also

developed

its

highly

regarded Potato Pirates series of coding card
games, which teaches coding concepts without
using

any

computers

programming

a

fun,

and

makes

effortless

experience for children.

LEARN MORE

learning

and

social
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Stick'Em
Robots are a source of fascination,
endless interest and a fun way to
develop
problem-solving
skills.
However, they are expensive and
beyond the reach of many schools and
students based in Southeast Asia.
Stick 'Em provides low-cost robotics
kits with 3D-printed connectors and
chopsticks to deliver a quality robotics
experience for young children. These
kits are paired with an online
ecosystem of learning guides and
challenges.

During these workshops, children can
quickly assemble, programme and then
deploy their robots in fun challenges
and friendly competitions.
By reducing the cost of engagement by
over 15 times, Stick 'Em is making a real
impact beyond Singapore by rolling out
its products and programmes to
disenfranchised
communities
across
Southeast Asia. With a handful of similar
Stick 'Em clusters developing in the
region, Stick 'Em is working on
expanding into Vietnam and Malaysia
dedicatedly.
In January 2023, Stick 'Em will engage
children from remote communities in
Thailand with robotics programmes as
part of SUTD's flagship Freshmore Asian
Cross-Curricular Trip (FACT). Stick 'Em is
also in discussions with Teach for
Malaysia to potentially reach thousands
of children in public schools in 2023. 

Stick 'Em's electronics rely on a wireless
Bluetooth connection for programming
and offer intuitive remote-controlled
functionality. Users can connect with
other Stick' Em users online, unleashing
endless hours of collaborative problemsolving. 
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 he Stick 'Em team is united by the
T
shared vision of creating an accessible
robotics education and making a
difference to youths. "You should see
the look on their faces when running
the workshops", Stick 'Em's co-founder
and SUTD student, Adam, says with a
grin.

"I feel the happiest when I see children
have their 'Aha!' moment. When they
build a robot that works, and they go,
'Wow! It works!'". 

Learn more about Stick 'Em or
how you can be part of their
journey by connecting with Adam
at huh_dam@mymail.sutd.edu.sg.
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Model Up started as a final-year entrepreneurship
capstone project to transform the educational
experience for children. Model Up is developing a
hybrid learning tool (MoBlocks) by integrating
physical play and virtual technology. 
MoBlocks aims to make learning more fun and
engaging through gamification. During the Covid
period, the team launched a clip-on tool (Kiap
Kiap)

to

facilitate

remote

teaching

and

help

teachers and students engage through real-time
sketches in virtual classrooms.

LEARN MORE
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REPRESENTING SUTD AT HOME AND BEYOND!
SEAFORMS AT WORLD CITIES SUMMIT 2022 &
HYUNDAI ZERO1NE
After
completing
their
Capstone
project and clinching first place in the
SUTD
Capstone
Faculty
Awards,
Seaforms presented their project at the
biennial World Cities Summit 2022 and
impressed
their
audience
of
government leaders and industry
experts. The team was also selected to
participate in the Hyundai 2022
ZER01NE Accelerator programme and
receive funding and support, including
validation trips to Seoul!

TEAM CASTOMIZE DOING IT
BIG IN KOREA!
Castomize is an SUTD spin-off that uses
proprietary printing technology to
create a new generation of bone casts.
The team recently clinched the top
prize at the 10th The Big Think
competition,
a
global
start-up
competition based in Korea. They also
won the "Most Innovative Award" at the
event! 
Castomize is part of the SUTD ARISE
and Lean Launchpad programme
alumnus. The team has taken their
technology from the lab to market
through the two programmes. 
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A NEXUS OF LEARNING AND SHARING
THE INAUGURAL STARTUP NETWORKING EVENT:
FOUNDER'S CIRCLE
The Founder’s Circle, a networking and
sharing session for teams incubating in
SUTD, was launched in August. SUTD
founders shared their challenges and
learning points and, most importantly,
encouraged one another. Chak Kong
Soon, Managing Partner of Stream
Global, also shared his insights on
startup valuation with the founders.
Look out for the next Founder’s Circle
on 9 November and find out more at
https://founderscircle.my.canva.site.

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING ON
STARTUP PRACTICES
LAUNCHSomething is part of the
STARTsomething
Entrepreneurship
Experiential Series. In September, more
than 50 SUTD students went through
masterclasses to pick up foundational
marketing knowledge and techniques
for running startups as well as
corporate roles. 
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CULTIVATING CHANGEMAKERS
CREATE4GOOD RUN 2 HAS OFFICIALLY LAUNCHED!
A new run of #Create4Good has just
started with 16 solutions tackling
#UNSDG10
on
#socialinequality;
hacking ideas from now till Jan 2023.
The team will work alongside mentors,
instructors, and ecosystem players to
give their ideas muscles to tackle realworld challenges faced by the
unprivileged
and
disadvantaged
communities. Here are snippets of
what’s
been
happening:
The
programme kicked off with a launch
party!

We then ran a roulette hackathon for
teams to build on each other’s ideas. This
was exhilarating and resulted in 24
pitches of ideas and solutions. Three
impact ecosystem players, Joseph See,
Jerrick Tee and Vivian Lee also shared
their impact venture journey in a panel
discussion.
Look out for our showcase day on 13 Jan
2023. In the meantime, follow the
Create4Good Instagram page to learn
more about the teams @sutd.create4good

CHAMPIONS
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Little

Changemakers’

foray

into

the

startup

ecosystem began when founder, Cherry Thian,
joined the SUTD – Enterprise Singapore Venture
Building Programme in 2021. The result is an
education kit focusing on experiential education,
supporting

learners

with

different

learning

needs.
Identifying the opportunity to accelerate the
social impact behind her venture, Cherry joined
SUTD’s

Create4Good

programme

to

Innovation

discover

the

Fund

framework,

knowledge and network in the social impact
scene. Little Changemakers is now a member of
raiSE, the organization that looks after social
enterprises in Singapore.

LEARN MORE
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A COMPETITION STEEPED IN HISTORY
THE 15K COMPETITION CONCLUDES
As part of the MIT15K Challenge, 13
teams were matched with mentors from
the MIT Club of Singapore before
presenting their ideas in September.
Two teams – Adswift and Write Brothers
– were selected for the national finals.
Adswift’s ambition is to be Southeast
Asia’s
most
powerful
in-vehicle
advertising platform. It is co-founded
by SUTD undergrads Nathan Wiryawan
and Vincentius Kuswara.
Write Brothers provides customized
handwritten solutions using AI and 3D
printing technology. Write Brothers is
co-founded by SUTD alumni Noel Tan,
Lim Hng Yi and Lim Ken Zho.
Congratulations to Write Brothers on
clinching the 2nd runner-up prize at the
finals!
To learn more about Adswift and Write
Brothers, you can check them out at
https://heyadswift.webflow.io
and
https://heywritebrothers.com.
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Whyte Labs teaches young minds about robotics,
electronics, programming and animal kinematics in a
DIY experience. It runs classes which are 100%
hands-on so that children and youths experience the
thrill of bringing a living, breathing machine to live
from scratch.
Co-founders Aditya and Jeremy are educators by
day and robotics researchers by night. They began
experimenting with bio-inspired robots back in their
university days. Jeremy then made a career transition
and joined the SUTD – Enterprise Singapore Venture
Building Program to embark on his entrepreneurial
journey. The rest, as they say, is history.

LEARN MORE
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COMING TO YOU SOON!
IT'S DEMO DAY TIME!
Come and watch ten research teams
present their research technology
commercialisation plans on 4 Nov.
The teams have been busy working on
their market validation and business
plans during the ARISE research
commercialisation programme. Learn
more
about
the
ARISE
at
https://tinyurl.com/SUTD-ARISE.

LEARN ESSENTIAL BUSINESS
SKILLS!
DEATESomething,
the
first
of
3
workshops in the STARTSomething@
SUTD series, kicks off on 23 Nov. The 3day masterclasses will cover basic
entrepreneurial topics such as ideation
techniques, market validation and
business model analysis such as SWOT,
which is also essential for the real
business
world.
Register
at
https://forms.office.com/r/2XWfdFsX
XR.
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Weefa is an educational robotics company of
the future. It manufactures educational robots
with a holistic curriculum for STEAM-centric
education, expanding on the student’s technical
knowledge and nurturing their creativity and
drive for innovation.
Wefaa Robotics offers the world’s first Tetris
Inspired tiling class of robots, and their mission
is to have students own a robot, just like how
students own a laptop.

LEARN MORE

Venture, Innovation & Entrepreneurship

Standing out through design innovation

Connect with us on our socials

